
Lancers use stellar pitching to even Crosstown Showdown at a game apiece:  
 

                                                                                      R:    H:   E: 
UC Riverside (1-5) :                         1-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0=1     8     0 
California Baptist University (2-4):   0-1-0-0-0-0-2-0-X=3     7     0 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Riverside, CA (Totman Stadium)- 
 
California Baptist University was 0-4 against neighbor UC Riverside in the NCAA division one 
era prior to Sunday afternoon's second game of Crosstown Showdown 2020 at Totman 
Stadium. Behind a stellar outing from Chris Burica (6.0 IP, 5 hits, 1 run, 4 K's, 1 BB) and three 
sacrifice flies the Lancers were able to record their second win of 2020 in a game which was 
polar opposite to what fans saw in game one.  
 
Things did not start off well for the Lancers as Travis Bohall took a 1-1 pitch from Burica over 
the wall in left center field and gave UC Riverside an early 1-0 lead.  
 
California Baptist University had their opportunities to tie or take a lead in the first two innings.  
 
Leading off the Lancers first inning were Julian Alvarez and Chad Castillo who got aboard with 
back to back singles. However Jacobs got John Glenn to ground into a double play and 
Harrison Spohn also grounded out to escape the jam.  
 
In the Lancers second inning consecutive singles from Nick Plaia & Ulises Caballero gave 
California Baptist University a first and third with no outs situation. Jacobs picked off Caballero 
at first base and got Rory Smith to groundout ending the possibility of a big inning. However Jeff 
Bruyntjens made sure that opportunity wasn't wasted as he recorded an RBI sacrifice fly to right 
field scoring Plaia and tying the game at a run apiece.  
 
Neither side had a legitimate scoring opportunity again until the Lancer seventh inning. 
Caballero led off with an infield single which deflected off Jacobs lower back. Bruyntjens then 
recorded a double to left field which managed to stay just fair giving the Lancers runners on 
second & third with no outs. Smith gave California Baptist University the lead at 2-1 on another 
sacrifice fly which was caught just a couple steps shy of the warning track. A third sacrifice fly, 
this time from Joseph Lomeli, plated an extra Lancer run which proved to be enough on this 
evening.  
 
UC Riverside gave themselves an opportunity in their half of the eighth to tie things up as 
Nathan Webb and Dylan Orick recorded one out singles to put runners on first and second. 
From there Matt Amrhein & Mason McGarvey got consecutive flyball outs to sniff out the threat.  



 
Lancers head coach Gary Adcock said about the win "We're better than what we're showing 
both offensively and on the mound right now. Tonight felt more like a typical Lancer game with 
stellar pitching and timely hitting which is a step in the right direction. I'm more concerned about 
making sure we're in a good spot entering WAC play next month and that's hard for me to say 
because I want to win every game but this start has been difficult for a very prideful program."  
 
WP: Burica, Chris (6.0 IP, 5 Hits, 1 Run, 4 K's, 1 BB)  
LP: Jacobs, Zach (7.0 IP, 7 Hits, 3 Runs, 2 K's, 1 BB) 
 
Leading Hitters: 
Caballero (CBU)>>2-2 & a run scored  
Orick & Calvert (UCR)>>2-4  
HR: Bohall (UCR) 
Time of the Game: 2 hrs 10 minutes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


